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WELCOME TO SKORDO WHOLESALE

SKORDO was founded with one singular vision…to empower home cooks, of all 
experience levels, to create and enjoy good food with the ones they love. 

Since we launched our retail business in 2016, we’ve stayed true to this vision. With 
over 400,000 blends sold and hundreds of 5-star reviews, SKORDO has become 
synonymous with unparalleled quality, innovative products, and caring customer 

service. A trusted, proven brand with compelling products - we are thrilled to share 
SKORDO with even more home cooks through our wholesale program. 

To our wholesale partners, we commit to you our unwavering support as you offer 
SKORDO products to your valued customers. We will strive to be an ideal partner, 
offering open and clear communication, fair pricing, innovative assortments, and a 

library of sales support tools. We are committed to your success. 

WE BELIEVE IN HOMEMADE.

Every SKORDO blend is still 
handmade in small batches by
us in Brunswick, Maine.

WE BELIEVE IN AUTHENTICITY.

Never any additives, anti-caking 
agents, excess salt or sugar.
Always vegan and gluten-free. 
Meticulously sourced whole spices 
from around the world, ground and 
blended in house.

WE BELIEVE IN GOOD FOOD.

With hundreds of 5 stars reviews, 
SKORDO products are
synonymous with quality,
innovation, + flavor.

WHY SKORDO SPICES?

A NOTE FROM CARI, JOHN, + ANNIE 

In the Karonis house, food has always been synonymous 
with family. Our best memories, most fun times, and
dearest moments have occurred while preparing meals in 
the kitchen or enjoying them together around the table.

We founded SKORDO in 2016 in this spirit — one that 
we hope to bring to you. We hope our stories resonate 
with yours as we celebrate the power of good food to 
bring people together.

BECOME A SKORDO RETAILER

Thank you for your interest in carrying our products. We cherish
each relationship with our retailers near and far and we look forward

to working with you.

APPLY

Visit wholesale.skordo.com and complete the inquiry form
with your information.

WHOLESALE.SKORDO.COM / SALES@SKORDO.COM / 207.721.1142



Taste of Maine Fresh Catch Get Your Grill On Wine Pairing Sea Salts

SETS

MIN / SKU
DIMENSIONS
PACKAGING

casepack of 6 sets
9 1/4” L x 2 1/4” W x 2 1/4” H
Kraft box set with label that lists set title and set contents. All sets include four 
1/4 cup jars. Each 1/4 cup jar has a label on the back with ingredients, flavor 
notes, and suggested uses. 

Taco Seasoning Togarashi Spice Blend Tuscan Oil Blend Vietnamese Pork Rub

Mocha Steak Rub SKORDO Steak Seasoning Souvlaki Seasoning Syrian Za’atar Spice Blend

BLENDS + RUBS

MIN / SKU
DIMENSIONS
PACKAGING

casepack of 6 jars
2 3/4” H x 2 3/8” W
1/2 cup glass jar with waterproof wrap-around label with ingredients, flavor 
notes, and suggested uses. 

Lemon Herb Fish
Seasoning

Maine Blueberry Pork Rub Maple Salmon Rub Mediterranean Fish
Seasoning

Greek Seasoning Gulf Seafood Seasoning Israeli Za’atar Spice Blend Korean Barbecue Rub

Asian Sesame Tuna Rub Cajun Blackening
Seasoning

Fore Street Shallot Blend Garlic Pepper

SKORDO COLLECTIONS
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